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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While working on a project to organize and update all GTS vendor contracts, I came to notice that GTS currently has several offshore vendors for Professional Services needs, mostly technology based, who provide and fulfil similar GTS needs. With my mentor, Aman’s, help, I identified the three major Professional Services vendors that RTI currently contracts with. After selecting these vendors and analyzing the capital spent with them, we decided that I should evaluate them and research ways to consolidate these vendors. By thorough spend analysis, market research and intelligence and meetings with the current vendors, with the help of Dan Cosey and Greg Flynn, we were able to come up with a solution that would reduce spend, ensure that there is no data security issues and that the contractors have systems access all leading to efficiency in the way RTI contracts with vendors.
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Presentation Notes
The main objective of this project was to consolidate vendors while reducing costs and offshoring.
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Presentation Notes
Steps I followed to work on my project:Step 1  Went through all the current contracts with the 3 offshore vendors and doing a costs analysis by comparing hourly rates for each hire. Calculated the total cost per year GTS spends on all 3 vendors by doing. Essentially, I conducted a “current state analysis” and evaluated existing partner relationships.Step 2  Reviewed job descriptions and created a sample rate card for reference and easy cost comparison of various contractor roles amongst the 3 vendors. Step 3  Contacted current vendors and have them send their rate cards. Drafted and conducted RFI (Request for Information) for alternate vendors as well as RTI India to capture additional market rates, capabilities and intelligence.Step 4  Gathered all the data received and bring it together in one excel document. I then created a comparison table of 6 vendors : 2 current, 1 potential offshore, RTI India and 2 potential onshore vendors. In this table, I compared the various hourly rates associated with the roles of contractors we currently have on board. After the hourly rate comparison, I included the contract terms/durations for each current contractor and calculated the total spend with each of the vendors. Then I calculated the costs GTS would save with each vendor. This would be a market and supplier analysis and comparison.Step 5  After gathering all the data and doing a cost comparison, speaking and meeting with the current and potential vendors, I recommended the best potential partner for RTI International to fulfil its Professional Services needs to my manager and mentor who were excited to see how it would all work out and suggested that I make a final presentation to the Senior Leadership Team.
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Presentation Notes
Currently the contractors hired are from an offshore location, mainly India. With offshoring, the biggest advantage is the lower hourly rates, however with this advantage comes a big disadvantage of compliance, systems access and data security risks. Hence, RTI wanted to reduce offshoring. However, reducing costs while reducing offshoring does not go hand-in-hand. It will always be one or the other. For instance, you can reduce spend by increasing offshoring, or you can reduce offshoring but that will increase spend. Another big issue to be considered was compliance and systems access of who can be hired to work as an offshore contractor (US Citizen, Green card holder, no restriction) and view and work with US federal data.Keeping this in mind, with the help of Dan and Greg, we brainstormed ways to ensure a reduced costs with Professional Services while ensuring that data security and systems access is maintained.
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Presentation Notes
Solution:Insource the Offshore- With assistance from Dan and Greg, we finally came up with a solution to our existing problem of wanting to consolidate vendors, reduce data security issues and managing the offshoring. We decided that it would be best to partner with the RTI India office. By doing so, the offshoring is insourced which means that the contractors would be RTI employees working from the RTI India office and consequently there would be no issues with systems access or data security since these contractors would be RTI employees. These employees can also move around to do other work within RTI.This would be a phase transition, and GTS will have to patient to see the results with this partnership. But it is guaranteed to reduce GTS capital spend on Professional Services by at least $100,000. 
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